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Abstract:  
Domestic violence is both a local and global phenomenon. Much research has been 
conducted on its incidence in South Africa, but there is a dearth of research on how it affects 
Muslim communities. Thus, this research report contributes to the literature in providing a 
case study of how a select middle class cohort of Muslims in Johannesburg, by gender and 
generation, discursively construct their perspectives on domestic violence in their 
community. The research investigates how members of Muslim congregations understand 
and define gendered violence, particularly violence against women.  
 
The research report addresses two key themes through the research. The first, involves a 
textual analysis of the interpretations of Chapter 4 Verse 34 in the Qur’an. The interpretations 
and understandings of this verse and of Islam form the basis for how the respondents defined, 
understood and perceived gendered violence in their community and in wider society, 
especially violence against women. The main focus of the empirical research, addresses how 
a diverse group of respondents relate to the issue of violence against women in Islam and in 
the Muslim community. This research report adopts a case study approach and thus does not 
have general applicability. However, through an analysis of focus groups and individual 
interviews, which form the basis of the research, the report presents the perspective on 
domestic violence as discussed by select Muslims in Johannesburg. It interrogates the notion 
of the public and private, of honour and shame versus security, and investigates the avenues 
of escape available to women.  
 
The respondents argue that while intimate family violence is a general social problem, it 
occurs in Muslim homes to a lesser extent. They refer to the writings of the Prophet 
Muhammad, his life and personal conduct, in order to show that domestic violence is not 
allowed in Islam. However, the older men and women respondents both directly and 
indirectly blame women for the abuse they endure. This victim-blaming resides within a 
strongly patriarchal bias that creates the idea that men are the protectors and representatives 
of the family in the public realm and inevitably justifies domestic violence. The younger 
cohort provided a somewhat less rigid set of perspectives that were less judgemental in 
nature. 
 
 
 
The distinction made between the public and private realms proved to be an important 
one in defining the status and roles of women and men, and in shaping what could be 
disclosed in public and what should remain private. Honour proved to be a central precept in 
the significance of privacy. In Islamic culture, the private sphere is associated with honour 
and if what is meant to be private is made public, this idea of honour is breached and the 
family suffers humiliation. But the women bear the brunt of the blame. Thus, the debate 
about honour in Muslim culture and Islamic precepts of what is right and wrong is critical in 
bringing the issue of domestic violence to the fore as a violation of women’s rights on the one 
hand, and Islamic dogma on the other. The resolution of this conflict is important in 
determining the role of the Jamiat and Muslim congregations in offering mechanisms of 
support for abused women and avenues of escape from the abuse. However, these 
mechanisms and avenues will only work if what is meant to be ‘a private matter’ is no longer 
made an issue of honour in Muslim communities 
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Glossary:  
 Al-Furqaan – The book which distinguishes between right and wrong, truth and 
falsehood. 
 Aayat – Verse in the Qur’an 
 Du’aa – To Pray (verb) / Prayer (noun)  
 Fitna – Sin 
 Hadeeth – A collection of traditions containing sayings of the Prophet 
Muhammad. It accounts of his daily practice (the Sunnah) and constitutes the 
major source of guidance for Muslims apart from the Qur’an.  
 Haraam – Forbidden  
 Imaam – Leader of a congregation   
 Jumuah – Friday afternoon prayers that must be read in congregation 
 Madressa – Islamic school  
 Miswaak – A stick/twig with a softened bristle used to clean teeth 
 Moulana – A Muslim man or woman who is revered to for his/her knowledge 
 Nikah – An Islamic marriage ceremony  
 Niqab – Veil/covering  
 Qabr – Grave  
 Qur’an – The central religious text of Islam    
 Sabr – Patience  
 Salaah – The prescribed 5 times a day prayer oriented towards Makah  
 Shariah – Islamic Law  
 Sunnah – The recorded life of the Prophet Muhammad. It refers to the spoken 
words, the actions and the likes of the Prophet Muhammad.  
 Tafsir – Commentary on verses in the Qur’an  
 Taqdeer – Fate  
 
 
 
